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ready to be really, really bored… That seems to be the crowd condition for the first weekend of
Canadian band ASPHALT JELLY‘s new album, See What You Started. The band’s third LP came out

last month and sees the band more firmly entrenched in “delivering pure as fuck indie rock”
territory. Which is fine, they’ve always been pretty good at making music that is danceable and

catchy and funny and smart, but this album brings a more refined sense of where the band is at, and
what they sound like when they’re at their best. And that’s really where the album resides, at its
best, when the band is on its most inspired, melodic, songwriting form. For a band like ASPHALT

JELLY, it’s not always clear whether they’re in the midst of a really inspired moment, or if it’s just the
result of a long and difficult creative process. See What You Started was recorded at Baron Studios
and mastered at Quarq in New York City. But while they sound entirely different here than they had
in the past (if that makes sense), there are a couple of things that remain constant. Their sense of

melody is really sharp. “See You’re Another’s Joy” is a perfect example, where they break out of the
post-grunge territory into something akin to “Lazy Sunday”, the song that was the original seed to

this record. And the melodies are just so catchy and charming that you’ll find yourself singing along
at some point even if you don’t immediately notice the pop hooks that are going on. Another thing
that comes across consistently is ASPHALT JELLY‘s knack for creating hooky, sing-along choruses.

Whether it’s a particularly likable opening couplet on “Fingerplay” or the repeated “Wait, what?” on
“Girl We’re Good”, you’ll find yourself singing along to these hooks whenever the band hits them.

And then, when they hit that 6d1f23a050
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